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Abstract—The ranging precision of the secondary synchronization signal in cellular long-term evolution (LTE) systems is evaluated. First, the pseudorange error for a delay-locked loop with a coherent baseband discriminator is analyzed, and a closed-form expression for the standard deviation of the pseudorange error is derived. Second, the effect of multipath on the ranging error is evaluated analytically. Experimental results closely matching the analytical expression of the pseudorange error standard deviation are presented. Key remarks to take into consideration when designing a receiver for positioning using LTE signals are provided throughout the paper.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cellular signals are attractive for positioning due to their ubiquity, geometric diversity, high received power, and large bandwidth [1]. Recent research have demonstrated how cellular signals could be used for localization: (1) in a standalone fashion [2], [3] or (2) as an aiding source for an inertial navigation system in the absence of global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) signals [4], [5]. Moreover, cellular signals could be fused with GNSS signals, when available, to improve the positioning accuracy [6], [7].

Long-term evolution (LTE) – the transmission standard of the fourth generation cellular system – is particularly attractive for positioning. The potential of LTE signals for navigation has been recently demonstrated [8]–[10], and the literature on LTE-based navigation has shown several experimental results for positioning using real LTE signals [11]–[14]. Moreover, several software-defined receivers (SDRs) have been proposed for navigation with real and laboratory-emulated LTE signals [15]–[17], and experimental results with real LTE signals using these SDRs showed meter-level accuracy [11], [17].

There are three possible reference sequences in a received LTE signal that can be used for navigation: (1) primary synchronization signal (PSS), (2) secondary synchronization signal (SSS), and (3) cell-specific reference signal (CRS). The PSS is expressible in only three different sequences, each of which represents the base station (also known as Evolved Node B or eNodeB) sectors’ ID. This presents two main drawbacks: (1) the received signal is highly affected by interference from neighboring eNodeBs with the same sector ID and (2) the user equipment (UE) can only simultaneously track a maximum of three eNodeBs, which becomes inefficient in an environment with more than three eNodeBs. The SSS is expressible in only 168 different sequences, each of which represents the cell group identifier, or group ID; therefore, it does not suffer from the aforementioned drawbacks of the PSS. Using conventional computationally inexpensive delay-locked loops (DLLs), relatively precise pseudorange measurements can be obtained from the SSS. Moreover, the transmission bandwidth of the SSS is 930 KHz, leading to a comparable ranging precision as in GPS, whose C/A bandwidth is 1.023 MHz; however, and similar to GPS, the SSS is susceptible to multipath. The third reference sequence is the CRS, which is mainly transmitted to estimate the channel between the eNodeB and the UE. It has been shown that estimating the time-of-arrival (TOA) using the CRS is more robust in multipath environments due to its higher transmission bandwidth [9], [18]. However, the CRS is scattered in both frequency and time and is transmitted from all transmitting antennas; hence, conventional DLLs cannot be used for tracking the CRS. The focus of this paper is on analyzing the ranging precision with the SSS.

LTE systems transmit using orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA), which is considerably different than code-division multiple access (CDMA) – the transmission standard for GPS. The ranging precision for GPS signals has been extensively studied analytically and empirical error budgets have been established [19]. Although positioning performance with SSS signals has been evaluated experimentally, the SSS ranging precision has not been studied analytically.

This paper makes two contributions. First, the SSS ranging precision using a DLL with a coherent baseband discriminator in the presence of additive white noise is analyzed and a closed-form expression for the standard deviation of the ranging error is derived. Second, the effect of multipath on the ranging accuracy is analyzed numerically. Experimental results are provided to validate the theoretical expression of the ranging error standard deviation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses the received SSS model and the architecture of the DLL. Section III provides open-loop and closed-loop analyses to derive a closed-form expression for the statistics of the resulting ranging error in a coherent baseband discriminator. Section IV studies the effect of multipath on the output of a coherent baseband discriminator. Section V demonstrates experimental results closely matching the analytical expression for the ranging error standard deviation.

II. SIGNAL MODEL AND TRACKING LOOPS

LTE signals are divided into frames of $T_{sub} = 10$ ms, where each frame consists 20 slots [20]. The UE uses two synchronization signals transmitted by the eNodeB in each frame,
namely the PSS and the SSS, to acquire the frame start time. The PSS can be one of three different orthogonal sequences, which is determined by the sector ID of the eNodeB. The SSS can be one of 168 different orthogonal sequences, which is determined by the group ID of the eNodeB. It is worth noting that tracking the SSS allows the UE to track signals from more than three eNodeBs [17]. The SSS is transmitted only once in each frame, either in slot 0 or 10, and occupies the 62 middle subcarriers out of $N_c$ total subcarriers. The value of $N_c$ can be assigned to 128, 256, 512, 1024, 1536, or 2048. The rest of the subcarriers within the same symbol in which the SSS is transmitted are set to be zero-valued. Therefore, it is possible to obtain the time-domain equivalent of the SSS by taking its inverse Fourier transform (IFT), given by

$$s_{SSS}(t) = \begin{cases} \text{IFT}\{S_{SSS}(f)\}, & t \in (0, T_{symb}), \\ 0, & t \in (T_{symb}, T_{sub}), \end{cases}$$

where $S_{SSS}(f)$ is the SSS sequence in the frequency-domain [20], $T_{symb} = 1/\Delta f$ is the duration of one symbol, and $\Delta f = 15$ KHz is the subcarrier spacing in LTE systems.

The received signal after the receiver’s radio frequency front-end is processed in blocks each of which spans one frame, which can be modeled as

$$r(t) = C \sqrt{2T_{sub}} s_{code}(t-t_{sk}-kT_{sub}) + d(t-t_{sk}-kT_{sub}) + n(t),$$

for $k = 0, 1, 2, \cdots$,

where $s_{code}(t) \equiv \sqrt{W_{SSS}} s_{SSS}(t)$, $W_{SSS} = 930$ KHz is the SSS bandwidth, $C$ is the received signal power including antenna gains and implementation loss, $t_{sk}$ is the true TOA of the SSS signal, $\Delta \phi$ and $\Delta f$ are the residual carrier phase and Doppler frequency, respectively, $n(t)$ is an additive white noise with constant power spectral density $N_0/2$ Watts/Hz, and $d(t)$ is some data other than the SSS transmitted by the eNodeB, where

$$d(t) = 0 \quad \text{for} \quad t \notin (t_{sk}, t_{sk} + T_{symb}).$$

The tracking loop is composed of two components, namely a frequency-locked loop (PLL)-assisted phase-locked loop (PLL) and a rate-aided DLL. Two types of discriminators can be considered for a DLL: (1) coherent and (2) noncoherent [19], [21]. Coherent discriminators can be used when the carrier phase is known by the receiver. Noncoherent discriminators are independent of the carrier phase tracking accuracy (e.g., the dot-product discriminator or the early-power minus late-power discriminator). In this paper, it is assumed that the residual carrier phase and Doppler frequency are negligible, i.e., $\Delta \phi \approx 0$ and $\Delta f \approx 0$. Therefore, a coherent baseband discriminator may be used in the DLL. Fig. 1 represents the structure of a coherent DLL that is used for tracking the code phase [22]. In what follows, the ranging precision of the DLL shown in Fig. 1 is evaluated.

In the DLL, the received signal is first correlated with the early and late locally-generated replicas of the SSS. The resulting early and late correlations are given by

$$Z_E = \int_0^{T_{sub}} r(t) s_{code}(t-t_{sk}+t_{eml}/2) dt \approx S_E + N_E,'$$

and

$$Z_L = \int_0^{T_{sub}} r(t) s_{code}(t-t_{sk}-t_{eml}/2) dt \approx S_L + N_L,$$

where $T_{c} = 1/W_{SSS}$ is the chip interval, $t_{eml}$ is the correlator spacing (early-minus-late), and $t_{sk}$ is the estimated TOA. The signal components of the early and late correlations, $S_E$ and $S_L$, respectively, are given by

$$S_E = C \sqrt{W_{SSS}} \Delta \tau_k - \frac{t_{eml}}{2} T_c,$$

where $\Delta \tau_k \equiv t_{sk} - t_{sk}$ is the propagation time estimation error and $R(\cdot)$ is the autocorrelation function of $s_{code}(t)$, given by

$$R(\Delta \tau) = \frac{1}{T_{sub}} \int_0^{T_{sub}} s_{code}(t) s_{code}(t+\Delta \tau) dt \approx \frac{\Delta f}{W_{SSS}} \cdot \text{sinc}(\Delta f \Delta \tau).$$

It can be shown that the noise components of the early and late correlations, $N_E$ and $N_L$, respectively, are zero mean with the following covariances [22]

$$\text{var}\{N_E\} = \text{var}\{N_L\} = \frac{N_0}{2 T_{sub}}, \quad \forall k,$$

$$\mathbb{E}\{N_E N_L\} = \frac{N_0 R(t_{eml}/T_c)}{2 T_{sub}}, \quad \forall k,$$

$$\mathbb{E}\{N_E N_{L_{j}}\} = \mathbb{E}\{N_{L_{k}} N_{L_{j}}\} = 0, \quad \forall k \neq j.$$

### III. STATISTICS OF THE CODE PHASE ERROR FOR A COHERENT DLL TRACKING LTE SIGNALS

In this section, the statistics of a coherent baseband discriminator output for LTE signals are derived through open-loop analysis. Subsequently, the statistics of the code phase error resulting from using a DLL with a coherent baseband discriminator are derived through closed-loop analysis.
A. Open-Loop Analysis

The coherent baseband discriminator function is defined as

\[ D_k \triangleq Z_{E_k} - Z_{L_k} = (S_{E_k} - S_{L_k}) + (N_{E_k} - N_{L_k}). \]

The signal component of the discriminator function \( S_{E_k} - S_{L_k} \) is shown in Fig. 2 for \( t_{eml} = \{0.25, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2\} \).

![Fig. 2: Output of the coherent baseband discriminator function for the SSS](image)

Fig. 2. Output of the coherent baseband discriminator function for the SSS with different correlator spacing.

It can be seen from Fig. 2 that the discriminator function can be approximated by a linear function for small values of \( \Delta \tau_k \), as given by

\[ D_k = k_{SSS} \Delta \tau_k + N_{E_k} - N_{L_k}, \quad (1) \]

where \( k_{SSS} \) is the slope of the discriminator function at \( \Delta \tau_k = 0 \), which is obtained by

\[ k_{SSS} = \left. \frac{\partial D_k}{\partial \Delta \tau_k} \right|_{\Delta \tau_k = 0} = 4\sqrt{C}W_{SSS} \left( 2 \frac{\sin(\pi t_{eml}/2)}{\pi t_{eml}^2} - \frac{\cos(\pi t_{eml}/2)}{t_{eml}} \right). \]

The mean and variance of \( D_k \) can be obtained from (1) as

\[ \mathbb{E}\{D_k\} = k_{SSS} \Delta \tau_k, \quad (2) \]

\[ \text{var}\{D_k\} = N_0 \left[ 1 - R(t_{eml}, T_c) \right]. \quad (3) \]

B. Closed-Loop Analysis

In a rate-aided DLL, the pseudorange rate estimated by the FLL-assisted PLL is added to the output of the DLL discriminator. In general, it is enough to use a first-order loop for the DLL loop filter since the FLL-assisted PLL’s pseudorange rate estimate is accurate. The closed-loop error time-update for a first-order loop is shown to be [19]

\[ \Delta \tau_{k+1} = (1 - 4B_L T_{sub}) \Delta \tau_k + K_L D_k, \]

where \( B_L \) is the loop noise-equivalent bandwidth and \( K_L \) is the loop gain. To achieve the desired loop noise-equivalent bandwidth, \( K_L \) must be normalized according to

\[ K_L = \left. \frac{4B_L T_{sub} \Delta \tau_k}{\mathbb{E}\{D_k\}} \right|_{\Delta \tau_k = 0}. \]

Using (2), the loop noise gain for a coherent baseband discriminator becomes \( K_L = \frac{4B_L T_{sub}}{k_{SSS}} \).

Assuming zero-mean tracking error, i.e., \( \mathbb{E}\{\Delta \tau_k\} = 0 \), the variance time-update is given by

\[ \text{var}\{\Delta \tau_{k+1}\} \triangleq (1 - 4B_L T_{sub})^2 \text{var}\{\Delta \tau_k\} + K_L^2 \text{var}\{D_k\}. \]

At steady state, \( \text{var}\{\Delta \tau\} = \text{var}\{\Delta \tau_{k+1}\} = \text{var}\{\Delta \tau_k\} \); hence,

\[ \text{var}\{\Delta \tau\} = \frac{B_L g(t_{eml})}{8(1 - 2B_L T_{sub})W_{SSS}C/N_0}, \quad (4) \]

\[ g(t_{eml}) = \left[ 1 - \sin(t_{eml}) \right]^2. \]

From (4), it can be seen that the standard deviation of the ranging error is related to the correlator spacing through \( g(t_{eml}) \). Fig. 3 shows \( g(t_{eml}) \) for \( 0 \leq t_{eml} \leq 2 \). It can be seen that \( g(t_{eml}) \) is not a linear function, and it increases significantly faster when \( t_{eml} > 1 \). Therefore, to achieve a relatively high ranging precision, \( t_{eml} \) must be set to be less than 1. It is worth mentioning that for the GPS C/A code with an infinite bandwidth, \( g(t_{eml}) = t_{eml} \).

![Fig. 3: The standard deviation of the ranging error \( \Delta \tau \) is related to the correlator spacing through \( g(t_{eml}) \), which is shown as a function of \( t_{eml} \).](image)

Fig. 3. The standard deviation of the ranging error \( \Delta \tau \) is related to the correlator spacing through \( g(t_{eml}) \), which is shown as a function of \( t_{eml} \).

Fig. 4 shows the pseudorange error of a coherent DLL as a function of the carrier-to-noise ratio \((C/N_0)\), with \( B_L = \{0.005, 0.05\} \) Hz and \( t_{eml} = \{0.25, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2\} \). It is worth mentioning that in Fig. 4, the bandwidth is chosen to be \( B_L = \{0.005, 0.05\} \) Hz to enable the reader to compare the results with the standard GPS results provided in [22].

![Fig. 4: Coherent baseband discriminator noise performance as a function of \( C/N_0 \), for different \( t_{eml} \) values.](image)

Fig. 4. Coherent baseband discriminator noise performance as a function of \( C/N_0 \), for different \( t_{eml} \) values. Solid and dashed lines represent the results for \( B_L = 0.05 \) Hz and \( B_L = 0.005 \) Hz, respectively.

While the ranging accuracy of a coherent baseband DLL was evaluated in the presence of white noise, other sources of...
errors may affect the ranging accuracy. The effect of multipath, which is another significant source of error is discussed next.

IV. CODE PHASE ERROR ANALYSIS IN MULTIPATH ENVIRONMENTS

In general, a multipath channel can be modeled as

\[ h(s, t) = \sum_{l=0}^{L-1} \alpha_l(t) \delta(s - \tau_l(t)), \]

where \( \alpha_l(t) \) and \( \tau_l(t) \) are the path complex gain and delay of the \( l \)-th path at time \( t \), respectively, \( \delta \) is the Dirac delta function, and \( L \) is the total number of paths. Therefore, the received signal at the receiver can be expressed as

\[ r(t) = \sum_{l=0}^{L-1} \alpha_l(t) y(t - \tau_l(t)) + n(t), \]

where \( y(t) \) is the transmitted data. Subsequently, the signal components of the early and late correlations are given by

\[ S_{E_k} = \sqrt{C} \sum_{l=0}^{L-1} \alpha_l(t) R[(\Delta t_k - \frac{t_{eml}}{2} T_e - \tau_l(t))], \]

\[ S_{L_k} = \sqrt{C} \sum_{l=0}^{L-1} \alpha_l(t) R[(\Delta t_k + \frac{t_{eml}}{2} T_e - \tau_l(t))]. \]

The discriminator function may be attenuated in a multipath channel, and the amount of attenuation depends on \( \alpha_l \) and \( \tau_l \). In general, obtaining a closed-form expression for the pseudorange error from the DLL in a multipath environment is intractable. In this section, the performance of a DLL tracking the SSS code phase with a coherent discriminator is characterized numerically. The considered scenario assumes a channel with only one multipath component with \( \alpha_0 = 1 \) and \( \alpha_1 = 0.2512e^{j\phi} \) (i.e., the multipath amplitude is 6 dB lower than the line-of-sight (LOS) amplitude). The effect of the delay of the reflected signal (\( \tau_l \)) on the pseudorange estimation performance is evaluated for \( \phi = \{0, \pi\} \), i.e., for constructive and destructive interference, respectively. Moreover, since the goal is to assess the ranging performance in a multipath environment, no noise was added to the simulated signals. The zero-crossing point of the discriminator function was calculated using Newton’s iterative method. The resulting pseudorange error is shown in Fig. 5 as a function of the relative path delay (in meters) and for different \( t_{eml} \) values.

In what follows, some remarks outlining the major differences between a GPS and an LTE receiver employing a DLL with a coherent baseband discriminator are presented.

Remark 1. The autocorrelation function of the GPS C/A code with an infinite bandwidth has a triangular shape, which is zero-valued for time delays greater than \( T_e \). Therefore, for \( \tau_l > (1 + t_{eml}/2)T_e \), multipath does not introduce any errors in the pseudorange. However, the autocorrelation function of the SSS is a sinc function, which has non-zero values for time delays higher than \( (1 + t_{eml}/2)/T_e \). Consequently, there will always be multipath-induced pseudorange errors when tracking the SSS in multipath environments, even in the case of long-delay multipath (see Fig. 5).

Remark 2. In a GPS receiver with an infinite bandwidth in a noise-free environment, decreasing the correlator spacing, \( t_{eml} \), always reduces the pseudorange error. In practice, due to the band-limiting effect of the receiver, the correlator spacing should be greater than the reciprocal of the receiver bandwidth. In an LTE receiver, on the other hand, decreasing the correlator spacing may either (1) reduce the pseudorange error if the signal is subject to channel noise only or if it is in a short-delay multipath environment or (2) increase the pseudorange error if the receiver is in a long-delay multipath environment.

In summary, multipath causes pseudorange errors in an SSS-based LTE navigation receiver. It is worth noting that in LTE, the CRS may be used to improve the ranging accuracy in multipath environments. It is shown in [18] that the error due to multipath can be significantly decreased by detecting the first peak of the estimated channel impulse response.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To demonstrate the analytical expression of the SSS ranging precision obtained in Section III-B versus experimental values, a field test was conducted with real LTE signals for a steady-state receiver. For this purpose an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) was equipped with an Ettus E312 universal software radio peripheral (USRP), a consumer-grade tri-band omnidirectional antenna, and a consumer-grade GPS antenna to acquire and track LTE signals at a sampling frequency of 3 MHz. The LTE SDR proposed in [18] was used to acquire and track the recorded LTE signals. The correlator spacing and the DLL loop filter bandwidth were set to \( t_{eml} = 1 \) and \( B_L = \{0.005, 0.05\} \) Hz, respectively. The PLL and FLL bandwidths were set to be 8 and 0.01 Hz, respectively. The test was performed over 60 seconds, collecting 6000 samples after steady-state. Fig. 6 shows the experimental setup.

The analytical value of the standard deviation of the ranging error was calculated according to (4), in which it is assumed that the receiver is stationary. Therefore, the UAV was set to hover in a clear LOS, while varying its distance to the eNodeB in order to vary the \( C/N_0 \). The experimental results are shown in Fig. 7.
It can be seen from Fig. 7 that the experimental ranging error standard deviation follows very closely the analytical expression derived in (4). The small discrepancies between the experimental and analytical values are attributed to several factors including: (1) the residual carrier phase and Doppler frequency being not completely negligible and (2) at a very long distance between the UAV and the eNodeB, corresponding to low $C/N_0$, the measured ranging error standard deviation will be higher than the theoretical value due to interference, quantization, and unmodeled effects, which are not captured by the derived analytical expression.

VI. CONCLUSION

The SSS ranging error in the presence of additive white noise and multipath was analyzed for LTE systems. A closed-form expression for the ranging error standard deviation was derived for a DLL with a coherent baseband discriminator. Moreover, the effect of multipath on the ranging error was studied numerically, and it was concluded that, in contrast to GPS, a larger correlator spacing reduces the pseudorange error in the presence of long-delay multipath. Experimental results closely matching the analytical expression of the standard deviation of pseudorange error were presented. Remarks outlining the major differences between a GPS and LTE receiver were also presented.
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